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Dear Valued Clients and Friends:

I trust that you enjoyed a productive and restful summer.

o

I am hopeful that
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Firm Strategy:
Understanding Industry
Dynamics

Many firms claim to having industry groups,

you will find this latest issue of my International Review magazine to contain

but what do these groups actually signal to

a number of pragmatic ideas, tips and techniques on law firm strategy and

clients about the firm’s industry knowledge
and competence?

leadership that you can put to use immediately.
We start with some prescriptive counsel on how your industry groups need to
better Understand Industry Dynamics in order to be successful, and then continue

8

with a reminder of how you need to Schedule Time For Strategic Thinking as it

numerous law firms have wasted incredible monetary resources in various
expensive advertising experiments, I am nevertheless going to stick my neck

Schedule Time For
Strategic Thinking

As a firm leader you are caught in a tidal wave
of 24/7 communications, but are you purposefully scheduling time to think strategically?

could arguably be the most important activity in your leadership role.
While I have never been a fan of “branding” and watched over the years as

s

10

The Value in Developing A
Leadership Brand

Firm leaders with strong reputations and the
know-how to promote their accomplishments —

out and suggest that The Value In Developing A Leadership Brand is there for every

that is, those with strong brands — can gain a

firm leader to employ.

noticeable advantage over competitors.

Pages 12 and 13 are intended to introduce you to my newest work, The Changing
of The Guard: Selecting Your Next Firm Leader, and How New Managing Partners
Can Avoid Being Blindsided is a related one-on-one interview with the Editor of
Managing Partner Magazine.
How Effective Leaders Delegate has its origins in a survey that I send out to

12

Announcing: The
Changing of The GuarD

14

McKenna On How New
Managing Partners
Can Avoid Being
‘Blindsided’

new managing partners, after their First 100 Days (see back cover) inquiring

BY Manju Manglani

about their most unexpected challenges and the last piece, Why Law Firms Need

Many new firm leaders are not prepared for

Non-Executive Directors is included to provoke your thinking about a trend that

the realities of what it takes to be successful in

has been paying dividends for UK and Australian law firms for a few years now.

the role. This interview, from Managing Partner

Finally I would draw your attention to a SPECIAL OFFER (please see page 17)
from my friends at Managing Partner Magazine that is exclusively available to
you . . . but only for a limited time – so please take advantage of it.

Magazine, provides some pragmatic counsel.

17

A Special Offer From
Managing Partner Magazine

18

How Effective Leaders
Delegate

Patrick J. McKenna

When I ask new firm leaders what change
they would make to be more effective if they
had the chance to do it all over again, the

Editor
(www.patrickmckenna.com)

MCKENNA ASSOCIATES INC.

Box 700, 21 Standard Life Centre
10405 Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, Canada T5W 3Y8

most common response I elicit is “needing to
delegate more.

1.780.428.1052
1.800.921.3343

22

Why Law Firms Need NonExecutive Directors

In a study released late last year, those law
firms with at least one Non-Executive Director

Copyright © McKenna Associates Inc. 2015. All Rights Reserved. International Review is published as a service to clients
and friends of the firm.

have seen revenues grow by one-third more
than those without. Is it time to explore this
growth option?

Publication designed & illustrated by Jim Prokell, Jim Prokell Studio

Firm Strategy: Understanding Industry Dynamics

F i r m S t r at e g y :

Understanding
Industry Dynamics

Let’s look at what

The generalist MBA, wherein
students select a specific disci-

is now happening

pline, be it finance, operations or

in advanced educa-

marketing in which to specialize, is
being seen to be outdated such that

tion and specifically

schools are finding that they increasingly

with the long revered
MBA degree as an example
of what is happening within our

L

own profession.

have to differentiate themselves. And finding ways to meaningful differentiate usually
means asking the client – in this case those who
hire the end product of graduate education mills,
to find out from them what they need. The response?
Increasingly corporations are expecting their MBA gradu-

ast year about 87,000 Americans wrote their

ates to indeed specialize, but no much in traditional disciplines

Graduate Management Admission Test (or

but in specific industry sectors – like mining, retail, health, real

GMAT), an aptitude exam generally required as

estate and so forth.

part of an application to MBA programs. That
compares with 127,000 in 2010. Applica-

The world of management education is changing. Gen-

tions from students have been in a decline

eral programs are not good enough. As one business

following the economic crisis and compe-

dean expressed it, “this shift will mean an end to the

tition for a smaller pool of students has been

conventional ‘cookie cutter’ MBA, where all students

raging among the hundreds of MBA schools

learned the same basic business skills. The two-year MBA with

across the continent. This rampant marketing

some opportunity for industry-specific specialization is becom-

and competition for students has raised ques-

ing the gold standard.”

tions about what a sustainable model for MBA
programs might look like.
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with what is going on in the legal profession.

cluster would be the presence of upstream and

ics industry and am proud of being an active

Today many firms would assert they have em-

downstream specialists. Using the example

member of the New York Photonics Industry

braced having a smattering of industry groups

of the Napa Valley vineyards, this would in-

Association – you might see how you and your

in their firms. Nevertheless, it is interesting

clude upstream manufacturers and suppli-

firm could be perceived to be irrelevant!

and informative to look at what some of these

ers of herbicides, pesticides, and irrigation,

groups may actually signal to clients about the

harvesting and processing equipment – while

Meanwhile, by not focusing your attention

firm’s industry knowledge and competence.

downstream would include manufacturers and

on the right industry “label” you may have

For example:

 It is not what you call the industry, it is what the
client calls itself that is most important.
When you think about the various options
available for stimulating revenue growth, one
of those options is driven by the preponder-

“I

sn’t it fascinating how the mindset we bring to the table

as purchasers of professional services is so completely different
from the mindset we exhibit as sellers of professional services?”

ance of various industries that are located in
your particular market footprint. That said, I
am always surprised by the lack of knowledge

suppliers of winemaking equipment, bottles,

just missed opportunities for marketing your

some professionals display in understand-

labels and corks. The associated institutions

competence into other states like Michigan,

ing which industries often have a prevailing

would then include government departments

Colorado, Arizona, Florida and the Carolinas

influence in their particular locale. In fact, in a

(including export), educational and research

where there are other active Photonics industry

number of recent meetings (after having done

organizations, plus other related industries like

clusters. But then I suppose you could explore

the required homework myself), I’ve asked

tourism and hospitality.

prospects in New Mexico, the only state that
I could identify that had an active “Optics”

partners to tell me, “What particular industry
concentration or ‘industry cluster’ is your city,

The challenge that arises from all of this can

region or state focusing attention and fiscal

often manifest itself in really understanding

resources on developing?” A short period of

what specific industry you are really working

MAKE NO MISTAKE: what label you attach to

stunned silence is then often punctuated with

in and how you are communicating your ex-

your industry group matters.

some wild guesses and sometimes a few man-

pertise to the market.

Industry cluster.

For example, in one particular firm I was re-

 As all industries eventually mature they naturally fracture into multiple sub-industries.

When we think about industry clusers we

cently engaged in working with, as I examined

Some years back I had the opportunity of

naturally imagine the car manufacturers of

the various clusters in their market, I noticed

working with a Technology Practice Group

Detroit, computer makers of Silicon Valley, air-

that one of the top three industry clusters was

to help the partners develop a strategic plan

craft manufacturers of Seattle, financial services

“Photonics” which included data transmission

and direction for growth. Not too far into

in New York, and the movie makers of Holly-

technologies, laser processing and spectro-

what had been scheduled to be a four-hour

wood; but industry clusters are more than just

scope analysis. When one examined the firm’s

working session, I discerned that five of the

a collection of companies in the same industry.

web site you could not find a single mention

partners served software developers; three oth-

Industry clusters are actually a geographical

of anyone having done work in the “Photon-

ers focused much of their attention on cable

proximate group of interconnected companies

ics” industry. When I raised this point later in

television companies; four were developing

with associated institutions in a particular spe-

our strategy sessions, I was informed that the

expertise with companies in the digital pub-

cialization – all linked by networks.

firm had a long history of serving a number of

lishing space; and the remaining five spent

major companies in the . . . “Optics” industry.

their professional time working with telecom-

age to guess correctly.

munications operations. Each of these were

In other words, while some locality can have
an industry group, for example the Napa Val-

Now, you’re welcome to call it the Optics in-

ley vineyards, what would make this group a

dustry, but if I, as the client, call it the Photon-

operating under the same marketing umbrella

www.patrickmckenna.com
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Firm Strategy: Understanding Industry Dynamics

(Technology) but were actually sub-groups in

Our experience encompasses a wide range of matters

Isn’t it fascinating how the mindset we bring to

entirely different industries.

of concern to the health care industry, including:

the table as purchasers of professional services

Business Transactions

is so completely different from the mindset we

News Flash: You cannot develop a strategic

Integrated Delivery Systems

exhibit as sellers of professional services?

plan for an industry group if you don’t all serve

Contracts

the same kind of clients.

Managed Care Relationships

As sellers, we appear to be quite content with

Health Care Provider Financing

telling the marketplace that we are Health

Today, this same situation is true with numer-

Restructuring and Reorganization

Care lawyers with little regard for what our

ous industry groups. To be provocative – I

Tax Advice for Tax-Exempt and For-Profit Entities

clients are looking to buy. And in this in-

would strongly advocate that there is no such

Antitrust

stance the Health Care industry is fragmented

thing as a Health Care lawyer!

Fraud and Abuse

into dozens of sub-industries. Therefore

Medicare, Medicaid, and Third Party Reimbursement

those lawyers who develop a specific exper-

A blog post that got a fair pit of attention

Employment Issues

tise in areas like personalized DNA-based

recently announced: “Want to Expand? 5 Hot

Credentialing and Accreditation

medicine, mobile health appliances, stem-cell

Legal Practice Areas to Consider for 2015.” It

Certificate of Need

bio ethics, e-health information systems, or

advised lawyers that: “Changing technology,

Patient Care and Operational Issues

lithotripsy services and then effectively market

government policies, and legal environments

Medical Malpractice

that specific expertise will become the go-to

mean that there are more opportunities than

providers and achieve a significant strategic

ever to expand your practice into new areas.

It sounds both comprehensive and convincing.

advantage over those attorneys who simply

Here are just a few ideas to get you started.”

The only small problem is that Health Care,

claim to be health care lawyers.

And number one amongst it’s hot areas to

as an industry, has fractured into numerous

consider was . . . Health Care.

distinct sub-industries (witness my earlier

MAKE NO MISTAKE: in most industries you

example with technology) as it has grown and

need to be very specific about the sub-industry

The way some firms define and describe their

matured, each of which is comprised of com-

that you are targeting to serve.

industry groups is really quite interesting. If

panies who believe they are unique.

 There are some areas of opportunity that

you look at Health Care by way of example,
and examine various law firm websites, you are

Take for example the industry of professional

initially defy simple industry categorization

likely see a description that reads something

services and the sub-industry known as the

One particular area of emerging opportunity

like this:

legal profession. If some service provider

is in what is being categorized as the “Internet

We offer clients the advantages of both a concen-

held themselves out to be the renowned

of Things” or IoT.

trated practice in health care law and a business

expert in professional service firms, your

firm with broad and varied areas of experience.

first question would be, “Yes, that’s fine, but

Most often, we hear about IoT in the context

Our Health Care practice enjoys an outstanding

what do you specifically know about law

of wearable devices: things like the Fitbit that

reputation for its knowledge in health law and

firms?” Then if that same renowned expert

promise to improve health and wellness, or

its leadership in the health law community. Our

began to tell you about how they employed

more fully featured devices like the Apple

strength lies in the ability to understand and keep

their smarts in marketing to the advantage

Watch and Google Glass that also extend such

pace with the numerous changes in the health

of some major accounting firm, even though

smartphone functions as messaging or Web

care industry and to work creatively with clients

you might admit that the tactics were equally

searching. But while consumer technology is

to achieve workable solutions. We offer a compre-

applicable, you would still inquire as to what

a hot area, IoT will likely have a far greater im-

hensive approach with many inherent advantages.

experience they have had serving a law firm

pact in: manufacturing, resources and energy,

Because we are familiar with how health care is

like yours. You reject any notion that being

utilities and civic services.

delivered and financed, we can respond quickly to

an expert in an industry as broad as profes-

the business and financial needs of our health care

sional services, or even marketing leadership

Simply defined, IoT is about connecting ob-

clients and to the practical realities they face.

in the accounting sector, is sufficient.

jects, from trucks to refrigerators and hydro

6
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meters, to the Internet. Data gleaned from the

MAKE NO MISTAKE: in spite of what some

of witnessing other professions, like our brethren in

sensors and systems applied to these objects

pundits might suggest – growth is not dead; it

the accounting and management consulting fields,

can then be used to monitor, control or rede-

is merely hiding amongst area of opportunity

focus on seeing client need through an industry

sign business processes.

not easily categorized within traditional legal

lens, that so many law firms still miss this oppor-

departmental structures.

tunity. It gets even crazier when we consider that

Meanwhile, a number of IoT focused venture

“I

funds have been launched and one analyst

one of the primary reasons for corporate counsel

 Industry sector expertise is THE differentiator.

to either select (or deselect) any firm is increasingly based on the degree to which that firm clearly
“demonstrates” an understanding of the client’s
business, their industry, and what issues are of

n spite of what some pundits might suggest – growth is

not dead; it is merely hiding amongst areas of opportunity not easily categorized within traditional legal departmental structures.”

paramount importance.
What makes industry sector expertise a meaningful differentiator?
First, where you enter into serving a specific
industry segment and are eventualy perceived

claims that knowing how many IoT compa-

For those who missed one particular develop-

by the sub-industry members as having spe-

nies there are at any given moment is tracking

ment that emerged over a year ago, 500-attor-

cialized knowledge in their unique business

a moving target. Globally, every three weeks

ney Husch Blackwell, a St. Louis based firm,

and legal matters (“you talk their lingo”), you

there’s either an acquisition or a new com-

completely dispensed with its traditional prac-

can develop a name recognition that becomes

pany starting up. And according to Accenture,

tice group structure in favor of organizing itself

hard for others to match.

roughly three quarters of large companies are

into a configuration of six industry groups.

investing 20% of their research and develop-

Second, in any market with a steep learning

ment spending on big data and analytics,

In a recent interview with firm chairman, Mau-

curve, being first to target and develop a pres-

which IoT is driving.

rice Watson, he explained, “We were aware that

ence in some specific industry segment (think:

the competition, especially in our segment of

personalized DNA-based medicine) can confer

My research into this area of opportunity indi-

the market, was intensifying, that there were too

the advantage of having a head start. That

cates that there are four expanding segments:

many talented lawyers and talented firms and

head start allows you to position yourself

makers and installers of physical sensors;

too little great work to be had. As a consequence,

as a primary source for media commentary,

connection providers (landline, wireless, tele-

there’s much greater pressure and focus on the

for seminar presentations, for having articles

coms, etc.); storage and security hardware and

need for law firms to be able to differentiate

published and other such positioning tactics.

software (server farms, the cloud) to hold on to

themselves as well as establish, for clients, that

and encrypt all the collected data; and finally

they can offer some kind of additional value that

Finally, by being early and effective in targeting

the data analysis software. Some companies

other comparable firms could not provide.”

some lucrative sub-industry, you have the op-

do all that in one solution; others focus on one

portunity to draw clients into your web, creatBack in 1989 I authored one of the first books

ing “switching costs” that curtail those clients

on the marketing of legal services (for But-

from any notion of later, moving their work to

The projections for growth are huge:

terworths) wherein I confidently predicted

other copy-cat firms.

Networking equipment titan Cisco Systems

that within ten years every significant law firm

Inc. believes IoT represents a $19-trillion

would be structured based on industry groups

MAKE NO MISTAKE: To take advantage of the

(U.S.) global market and predicts that 50

– so much for the folly of making predictions.

opportunity professionals must participate actively

billion devices will be connected to the

Fast forward twenty-five years and it is still stag-

within their chosen industry segment and work to

Internet by 2020.

gering for me to understand why, in spite of decades

establish a significant presence.

piece of the spectrum.

www.patrickmckenna.com
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Schedule Time For Strategic Thinking

T

I don’t know if you have consciously noticed

oday, if you are like many law firm

we are all becoming far more reactive than

leaders, you are caught in a tidal

at any other time in history. For example, it

wave of 24/7 communications from

would seem that you can no longer hide behind

your partners and direct reports for

When meeting with managing partners, I have often asked a couple of
questions that usually serve to illu-

voicemail or email because both colleagues

minate precisely where they spend

the same time, other lawyers, staffers

and clients will now simply send you a text and

their time. My first question is:

and, of course, clients want your in-

then look for an immediate response – we are

“What proportion of your management

put, require your approval, or request

becoming the text-messaging generation.

time is spent solving problems versus

quick responses to their requests. At

your participation in meetings or

what proportion is spent on exploring

discussions. For most any law firm

new opportunities?” (Think about what

leader, keeping busy and focusing on the ur-

I recently met with a couple of firm leaders

gent is seductive. Many confide to me that they

and discussed the demands on their attention

continue to find themselves more and more

as well as some of the timely issues that were

After what can often be a rather awkward re-

distracted. So is it any wonder that you are not

important to them, and it reminded me of

flection period, the answer I will usually elicit

being as strategic or thoughtful as perhaps you

something I learned awhile back about where

is about 80% on solving problems and 20%

would prefer to be? Yes, you may be busier

many leaders invest (or don’t) their precious

on exploring opportunities.

than ever before, but perhaps far less effective.

and limited management time…

8
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From knowing and spending time with many

and that may be comfortable, but it limits

That question might be tougher to answer

of them, I suspect that it is really more like

value. However, if your focus is on improving

than my first two!

95% on problem-solving and 5% on oppor-

the condition, on inspiring entrepreneurial

tunity-seeking, but let’s analyze what this divi-

endeavors, on being innovative; then your

Finally, to make matters worse, I find that many

sion of time infers. This means that as a firm

intent is not on restoring the status quo, but on

firm leaders have developed a technique of

leader, you are spending 80% of your time and

developing a level of performance that exceeds

rapid-response to issues, becoming more reac-

energy (by your own admission) looking back-

any previous standards.

tive and losing vital perspective regarding the
strategic impact and the potential unintended

wards and fixing things, while only 20% looking forward and creating things. It’s not too

Now comes my second question, a follow-up

consequences from snap judgments. They are

far a stretch to see that firms operating in this

I tend to pose which goes like this:

moving so fast, in so many directions, doing

mode may be constrained in their attempts to
take the lead in their competitive marketplace.

So why does this happen?
Well, it should be obvious that most
professionals are veteran problemsolvers. We are trained to resolve the
issues, put out the fires, correct the underperformance, and generally “fix”

“Of the time you spend on exploring opportunities, (remember it was reported to be 20%
of the total) how much of that time is directed

“N

any and all problems. No matter what
your title and task, there is a powerful

itational pull that unconsciously

storing instead of increasing, and
toward reacting rather than being
proactive.”

of problems to be addressed. The urgent

make the time to execute or consistently

mentum. Others struggle with far too
many “top priorities” when in fact, they
should be narrowing their leadership
focus, not expanding the number of initiatives on their agenda.
It may sound trite but I have discovered
that the most successful firm leaders have
learned to narrow their scope and limit
their top priorities to those critical few
with the greatest strategic impact. Where

makes us feel valued. We get an adrenalin rush from urgent matters. With problems

toward pursuing billable production, winning the

to be fixed we can be the hero that saves the

next big transaction or responding to a competi-

day. Some of us are even pros at waiting until

tor, [i.e, the present] versus pursuing the develop-

the last minute to rush in with a solution. If

ment of entirely new skills, new technologies or

we’re honest with ourselves, we can admit that

new niche services [i.e., the future]?

we feel more secure when we are busy doing
something, even if it isn’t the most important

Again, if I were generous in reporting what I

task on our plate. Indeed, that urgent little

have learned from this question, then the aver-

problem can sometimes actually become a

age managing partner spends about 60% of his

convenient excuse to ignore or put off the im-

or her time exploring present opportunities and

portant tasks. But firm leaders need to realize

40% on pursuing future opportunities. This,

they need to focus their energies on where they

albeit unscientific research does drive home a

will have the greatest impact.

point worth scrutiny: What kind of a future is
likely to be created by a firm leader spending

For that to happen, they need to understand

only about 8% of his or her total management

that fixing things, however noble, simply

time and energy focused on the future?

restores the prior performance or condition—

detailed strategic plans but then not

on initiatives or maintain critical mo-

stead of innovating, toward re-

The truth is, we secretly love the urgency

Some will commit the time to develop

and task, there is a powerful grav-

moves us toward fixing things instead of

than being proactive.

ship is suffering.

follow through in order to track progress

moves us toward fixing things in-

increasing, and toward reacting rather

thinking, their relationships and their leader-

o matter what your title

gravitational pull that unconsciously
innovating, toward restoring instead of

so much multi-tasking that the quality of their

I see firm leaders getting into trouble is when
they are trying to do and manage far too many
initiatives at the same time.
I strongly advise firm leaders to purposefully
schedule white space into your calendar – time
for quiet thinking and reflection. And if you cannot get that uninterrupted time at the office then
go offsite and literally unplug for a few hours
to engage in thoughtful reflection about your
most strategic and important issues. This is not
a luxury. Given the amount of change the profession is going through these days, it is a business
imperative to improve your effectiveness.
An excerpt of this article appeared in June on
legalexecutiveinstitute.com
www.patrickmckenna.com
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The Value In Developing A Leadership Brand

When scanning the legal media, reading interviews
on emerging issues, or seeing who gets asked to
speak at various legal conferences and events,
you should notice that it is usually those Firm
Leaders who have invested the time to positioned
themselves as innovators and thought leaders who
seem to frequently garner the spotlight. These professionals may not, in your opinion, have anything
more to offer than you, but the fact is that they
certainly know how to brand themselves as consummate frontrunners within the profession. And
developing a leadership brand should not be viewed

suddenly invent an oversized

believed in true integrated teamwork, building

personality and contrary to

professional skills, always putting the firm first,

any misconceptions, leadership

and remaining committed to upholding core

branding is not about becoming

values, behavior and culture. His commitment

a celebrity. It does mean that you

oversaw a growth in the firm from 11 offices

need to think about an approach that

and 600 lawyers to 32 offices worldwide and

works with your existing persona. The

2000 lawyers – all without ever giving in to the

good news is that any firm chair or

temptation of big-book greedy laterals, ego-

managing partner can create a percep-

driven mergers, or star compensation systems

tion of confidence, competence and

that other firms have fallen victim to.

success. Here are a few areas that I’ve
observed others taking action on:

Now many firm leaders may be content to be
perceived as just “your regular managing part-

• Your Leadership

ner.” They attend to their management and

Message.

leadership responsibilities without much con-

People have short attention

cern for their own public perception, so long as

spans, so your brand message

it isn’t negative. That viewpoint however, may

needs to make an impact.

our leadership brand is in essence your reputa-

result in keeping both the leader and his or her

When some colleague or

tion. Reputation is the most important asset

firm out of the public eye, missing important

client asks what your goals

you have and is the perception about you as a

growth opportunities. My observations and

are as the firm leader your

leader and a professional. Your reputation isn’t

research would suggest that those firm leaders

message needs to be concise

who you are, but rather what others believe about

with strong reputations and the know-how

and it needs to resonate. Your

you. Every firm leader has a responsibility to

to promote their accomplishments — that is,

brand can help you attract

create and manage a positive firm and leadership

those with strong brands — can gain a notice-

the right talent to your team;

brand. As Fortune magazine once expressed it,

able advantage over competitors.

align them around a common

as some ego trip or perverse exercise in executive

Y

views Bob talked passionately about how he

hubris, because it can provide measurable benefits
for your firm – and for you.

“despite the complexity of our times, the person

purpose; mediate issues; get

in charge still sets the tone, defines the style,

Having a recognized firm leader can put your

things done across the

becomes the firm’s public face.”

firm in front of its target audience in a very

firm; influence your

favorable way. In one recent instance, when a

executive committee;

By way of example, back in 2007, I initiated a

prominent legal publication selected a particu-

and also help you create

survey to an extensive list of law firm leaders

lar law firm chair as “Law Firm Leader of the

a more dynamic, high-

asking them, among other things, which law

Year” the individual related to me how those

functioning firm.

firm managing partner (chair / CEO / etc.) they

accolades contributed significantly to his being

most admired for their management / leadership

able to successfully recruit a few very attractive

It is sometimes helpful to

competence. Far and away the most revered was

laterals to the firm.

actually give your business

Robert M. Dell, the recently retired chair and

philosophy a label that

managing partner at Latham & Watkins. Did

For many firm leaders, the thought of focus-

people can recognize

Bob develop a strong, recognized leadership

ing on personal branding may seem uncom-

and remember. So,

brand? You bet he did! In numerous inter-

fortable. It doesn’t mean that you have to

10
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face of the firm and commands high recognition from both the business and legal com-

Even, and perhaps especially, when your prac-

munity may foster board members who find

tice is highly focused in a selective discipline

themselves in a situation where they view the

when I say “legal lean”, what firm leader do

there are numerous opportunities to become

incumbent as indispensible and feel pressured

you immediately think of? Stephen Poor, the

active in associated media channels. Vincent

to extend his or her planned retirement date.

long-serving chair of Seyfarth Shaw is among

Cino, Chair of Jackson Lewis has become a

Any firm leader with a strong personal brand

the thought leaders in promoting the appli-

regular in Employment Law 360 articles discuss-

may leave behind an iconic image, which

cation of process improvement techniques

ing trends and developments in the workplace,

ultimately poses a challenge to their immedi-

to the practice of law. And the new website

as well as being quoted in American Lawyer

ate successor. I have witnessed a couple of

that Stephen instigated, ‘Rethink the Practice:

and in other regional business and legal media.

instances where a new firm leader was elected
to replace some leader that everyone idolized

Essays on Change in the Legal Industry from
Seyfarth Shaw’ integrates his and the firm’s

• Your Presence on Social Media.

and instead of pursuing his personal strategic

brand very nicely.

Even if you hate social media, any firm leader

agenda and leadership style, he was over-

who does not have a presence on LinkedIn is

whelmed with enormous partner expectations.

Successful branding involves differentiating

now suspect. Having a social media presence

yourself from your competition and creating

can begin to help brand you as a person of

That said, it should be noted that many a firm

identifiable ways for observers to perceive

influence. Have a look at the Twitter activity of

leader’s brand, when done well, is portable. As

your unique identity. Sometimes that can be

Mitchell Zuklie (https://twitter.com/MitchZuk-

you think about starting future ventures, your

accomplished through aligning yourself with

lie). Since becoming the new global Chairman

leadership brand can follow you. Just look at

a particular industry. One of the larger-than-

and CEO at Orrick, Mitch has managed to post

Ralph Baxter, former Chairman and CEO of

life figures in Silicon Valley over the past three

a couple of dozen messages a week congratulat-

Orrick, who is now a Senior Advisor and Chair-

decades has been Larry Sonsini, Chairman of

ing individual partners, drawing attention to

man of the Legal Executive Institute at Thomson

Wilson Sonsini. His high profile leadership has

firm achievements, identifying new legal devel-

Reuters Legal. He writes a weekly blog on the LEI

created a brand that has gained international

opments, sending kudos to clients and so forth.

web site and chairs several LEI live events each
year. His recognition for leading a prominent

recognition and that the technology industry
And make no mistake. As a firm leader, you

global law firm for nearly a quarter century also

need to control your online presence. Have

contributed to his being an active member of

you Googled yourself lately? Do you like what

the Advisory Board of the Harvard Law School

The Personal Bio that appears on your firm’s

you see? If not, change it. Just as social media

Center on the Legal Profession, and the Advisory

website is another opportunity to clearly

can help build or destroy any brand’s credibil-

Board of the Center for the Study of the Legal

define your leadership essence. Not taking

ity, negative Google results can also spell the

Profession at the Georgetown Law Center.

knows and respects.
• Your Personal Bio.

great care with your Bio prevents people

end of your credibility.
There is an old joke that states, ‘your leader-

from getting to know you better. Have a
look at Andrew Glincher’s bio (http://www.

ONE CAUTION

nixonpeabody.com/andrew_i_glincher).

Having your managing partner establish a

Andrew is the CEO and managing partner

strong leadership brand toward the end of

of Nixon Peabody. In the past few months he

their time in office, often out of concern for

has appeared on KABC News Radio in Los An-

their personal legacy, can have a negative ef-

geles, been featured in a Washington Post article,

fect where it contributes to extending their

been interviewed in American Lawyer, authored

tenure beyond what may be best for the firm.

a column for Bloomberg, and been quoted

A managing partner who becomes the public

ship brand is what your partners say about
you, when you’re not in the room.’ Your
brand can give you enormous influence and
can dramatically enhance your firm’s reputation. Of course, the exception to all of this
might be if you are intentionally maintaining a low profile trying to create an aura of
mystique and intrigue.

throughout an article in Fast Company on

www.patrickmckenna.com
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THE CHANGING OF
THE GUARD:

SELECTING YOUR NEXT FIRM LEADER

When the time comes, how is your firm going to
navigate the intricate process of selecting your
next leader?
Every firm eventually finds itself in need of a new leader.
The executive committee or board must seek to replace
the current incumbent as that individual comes to the
end of their term of office, announces a return to their
practice or, perhaps, is contemplating retirement. Every
year firm leaders also step down because of a loss of
partner confidence, an unexpected disability, a tempting
career offer from a prestigious corporate client, or even
on occasion being laterally recruited by a competing firm!
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McKenna On How New Managing Partners Can Avoid Being ‘Blindsided’

by Manju Manglani

M

Newly-elected managing partners should decline the position if they are
not given months to prepare for it, Patrick McKenna tells Manju Manglani

any new managing partners are not prepared for the outgoing managing partner as to any outstand- “Firms need to look for leaders who are suited to
realities of what it takes to be successful in the role. ing ‘dirty work’ that could pose a threat to the tomorrow’s challenges - too many don’t do that or
Indeed, the vast majority end up being “blindsided new leader’s position. “If there are tough changes have any idea of what they need in their next leader,”
by all kinds of issues that they had no idea they that are needed - changes to practice group lead- reflects McKenna. This may even mean looking
would be facing,” says Patrick McKenna.

ers, for example - it’s better that your predecessor outside the legal sector for the right person to lead
does that dirty work than that you do it when the firm into the future.

Author of the recently-published The Changing of the you step into the job.”
An issue which is often not addressed in the process

Guard: Selecting Your Next Firm Leader and a seasoned

management consultant, he has witnessed many New leaders should also consider where they want of choosing the firm’s next managing partner is what
cases of new managing partners struggling under the to take their firm and what will be needed - both of will happen to the candidates who lose a contested
weight of unrealistic expectations.

themselves personally and the firm as a whole - to election. Many firms don’t even talk to those canachieve that vision. Any leadership skills gaps should didates about how they will respond if they are not

Often, this is because they are not given sufficient be identified and addressed in advance, including elected. “You don’t want it to be a horserace where
time to prepare for the role, let alone to confer soft skills like active listening, to ensure they are able people are embarrassed because they lost,” warns
with their families and clients or to transfer key to create strong relationships with key stakeholders. McKenna. “You do want to have more than one
candidate, but you also need to spend some time on

client relationships. In many cases, a decision on

who will be the next managing partner is made on “Ideally, before you formally take on the mantle, the retention side of things to make sure the other
a Saturday and the new leader is expected to take you should be going around talking to your candidates still feel valued and maybe involved in
over on the following Monday.

partners and getting their views, thoughts and committees internally, which will give them some
input. You want to do that before you take on stature if they aren’t chosen.”

McKenna argues vehemently against accept- the job, not spending your first 100 days trying
ing a leadership role on such short notice. “I to do that,” comments McKenna.

One way to ensure the firm doesn’t lose some of its

wouldn’t take the job unless there was some

best partners after a leadership election is to make it

time allowed to prepare - ideally you want at A common mistake that new managing partners clear at the outset that, win or lose, all candidates are
least a couple of months.”

make is “coming in thinking you have the answers expected to act in the best interests of the firm.
ahead of time and not listening to your partners,”

Part of this preparation should involve spending he says. “This is not a job of hit the ground run- He points to one firm that did this very well durtime with the outgoing managing partner to ben- ning; this is a job of hit the ground listening.”

ing the selection process for its next managing

efit from their hard-earned experience and to get a

partner. “There was a formal application form

realistic idea of what is involved in the job. To be

SELECTION PROCESS

and one of the questions was: ‘In the interests of

truly successful, the handover period should be “at A big part of ensuring the effectiveness of a new collegiality and maintaining the firm’s culture,
least three months”, he says.
managing partner is having the leadership selection what are your thoughts about your willingness to
criteria grounded in the firm’s long-term strategy.
Also important is forming an agreement with the
14
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other than yourself is selected and to continue
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your participation and role in the firm?’
“It is the only firm in my 15 years of doing this
kind of work that I’ve come across that had ac-

“T

tually thought that through, and it’s important
because you don’t want to lose those people.”
A degree of sensitivity is also required by
incoming managing partners as to how

here are also often no ob-
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“If you don’t have some way of capturing the activity that’s going on and the
value of that activity, you risk putting

jectives or expectations formally laid

yourself under fire.”

out as to the role of the managing

“If I was managing partner, I would be

partner or firm leader. Very few firms

going to my chief marketing officer, chief

have formal feedback or apprais-

operating officer and chief technology officer and saying on a weekly basis ‘I want

they will deal with their former rivals.

al systems. There’s no discussion

a one-page bullet-point summary of what

While they may be tempted to use their

around compensation arrangements.”

you did this week’. If you were the head of

newfound power to make life uncomfortable for those out-of-favor partners, as
leaders, their focus should be on what is
in the best interests of the firm.
Sometimes this can mean massaging rivals’ egos
so that they don’t leave the firm, taking their large
books of business with them.
“Part of the toughest part of being managing
partner is that it’s a totally different activity and
mindset to practicing law,” comments McKenna.
“It’s a change in ego gratification and it’s a change
in status. You used to be the one getting the gratification; now, you have to be the one giving it out.
That’s a huge gulf to absorb.”

ENSURING EFFECTIVENESS

hold and for which positions?’
feedback or appraisal systems. There’s no discussion
around compensation arrangements.”
Some managing partners resist having a formal
job description, believing that it will ultimately put
their job at risk. However, this is a myopic view. “It
is in your best interests to have a very detailed job
description so that people really understand what
it is you do,” says McKenna.
He gives the example of Latham & Watkins’
long-serving chair and managing partner, Bob
Dell, who retired at the end of 2014. “The biggest
surprise for him after 20 years as managing partner
was how few of his partners knew what he did
and was responsible for.”

Once a new managing partner has been selected by
the firm, clear objectives and expectations should be

The same need for internal understanding of the val-

agreed and documented to ensure the individual’s

ue provided by support roles holds true for business

performance is properly measured and rewarded.

support teams, which are often seen as cost lines on

While this would seem an obvious way to protect

the balance sheet rather than revenue-generating

both parties in the event of a disagreement, it is

internal service providers. This problem is com-

infrequently done in practice in the US. “About 23

pounded by the fact that few managing partners and

per cent of US managing partners have formal writ-

heads of business divisions record the contributions

ten job descriptions, but not one of the AmLaw 100

they make to the business on an ongoing basis. By

firms has a formal job description for their manag-

failing to create transparency on the usage of their

ing partner,” says McKenna.

time in a business that relies on timesheets, they
inevitably put their positions at risk when partners’

“There are also often no objectives or expectations

annual profits are lower than expected.

formally laid out as to the role of the managing
partner or firm leader. Very few firms have formal

HR, I’d ask ‘how many interviews did you

“Out of sight, out of mind,” comments McKenna.

“I would want that sent to both the COO
and me on a weekly basis. On a monthly and
quarterly basis, I would want that combined into
a report. Let it never be asked in a law firm by any
partner ‘what the hell is the marketing department
doing?’ that you can’t answer.”
For managing partners, a big hindrance to making
the most effective use of their time is the constant
stream of internal interruptions to their primary
work. The majority of leaders have said they would
prefer to spend most of their time developing their
firm’s strategy, new business areas and financial
performance, in addition to visiting key clients to
institutionalize those relationships. However, they
invariably find themselves spending most of their
time addressing “thorny people issues” and dealing
with “day-to-day administrative minutiae” instead.
“You cannot let the urgent crowd out the important,” warns McKenna. In such situations,
timesheets can be an effective way of demonstrating
managing partners’ ‘softer’ contributions to the business - such as by spending time with a disgruntled
practice group leader who was at risk of defecting to
a competitor. If tackled sensitively, such timesheets
can also serve to protect full-time managing partners’
positions if their partners start to view them as simply a drain on profits.
“The best full-time managing partners keep
www.patrickmckenna.com
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timesheets, because they really want to look back

some of your partners will walk down to your

Asks McKenna: “You have contacts in the busi-

on and assess on an ongoing basis where they are

predecessor’s office and say ‘that’s not how

ness community and in the legal media - where

spending their time. It’s very easy to get consumed

you did it, what do you think about what he is

is the transfer of the relationship equity from you

by the wrong things,” he says.

doing?’ The next words out of his mouth will

to the individual taking over?”

determine your future.
Another problematic area in many law firms is the

Departing managing partners also have a lot of wis-

lack of formal exit agreements for when the time

“And, remember, that door swings both ways. You

dom to share on the unexpected impact of the new

comes for the managing partner to step down - will-

could be in a position where you find that your

leadership role on their personal lives.

ingly or not. This is a particularly difficult
issue when leaders have given up most
(if not all) of their client work in order to
serve their firms’ best interests.
The ‘rule of thumb’ in such situations is
one year’s income protection for every
three years service as managing partner,
up to a maximum of three years, but it
is rarely put in writing, says McKenna.
“Only 24 per cent of firms have a written

“A

fter you have become

managing partner, some of your partners will walk down to your predecessor’s office and say ‘that’s not how
you did it, what do you think about

“There’s a disconnect that hits new managing partners in the face pretty quickly into
the position and they have to adjust to it,”
he says. “The way in which lawyers react is
by putting in more time. They think that, if
they stay in the office for longer, maybe they
can work their way through it. And then
that creates problems at home.”
McKenna points to one instance of an out-

agreement in place. So, many managing

what he is doing?’ The next words

going managing partner and his wife taking

partners are operating on the basis of what

out of his mouth will determine your

the new managing partner and his wife out

happened in the past and trusting in their
fellow partners to do right by them.”

future.”

SUCCESSFUL HANDOVERS

for dinner to talk about the impact of the
job on them as a couple.
“If your predecessor hasn’t suggested it, you

It’s not uncommon for newly-elected managing

predecessor screwed up, but you don’t want to be

partners to give themselves a congratulatory pat

badmouthing your predecessor,” he warns.

suggest it,” he advises.

HUMBLE LEADERS

on the back for their ascension to the role. Many
are hopeful, if not downright optimistic, about the

“It’s like anything having to do with spreading

The title ‘managing partner’ is one that many lawyers

changes they will effect at their firm and the impact

rumors - if you speak ill of someone, what’s to

covet because of the status and power it appears to

they will have as its new leader.

suggest you don’t speak ill of everyone? Plus, it

confer. But, few who take on the role are prepared

doesn’t make you look better - it does nothing to

for the challenges it will create for them personally

make you look better.”

or for the impact it will have on their practice, their

Some are in such a rush to take over the best office
in the building and convert the outgoing managing

clients and their family.

partner into a non-fee-earning partner that they fail

Of course, it takes two to tango: McKenna says

to consider what they should be learning from and,

that, nine times out of ten, new managing partners

The job of law firm leader is not for the faint of

indeed, negotiating with their predecessor, whom

get very little help from their predecessors. Often,

heart, nor is it for the biggest biller; it’s for the

they are desperate to outperform.

this is because of the myopic desire of outgoing

person most willing and able to think and act

managing partners to be remembered as the best

firm-first rather than me-first.

“The two of you need to come to some sort of agree-

leader their firm ever had, rather than thinking

ment - which may even be in writing - as to how you

about their own legacy. One of the greatest gifts

This feature article appeared in the May issue of

will honor each other’s positions,” says McKenna.

which outgoing managing partners can give their

Managing Partner magazine

firms is the sharing of their hard-earned knowl-

Manju Manglani is editor of Managing Partner

edge and relationships with their successors.

(www.managingpartner.com)

“After you have become managing partner,
16
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How Effective Leaders Delegate

How Effective Leaders

Delegate
take of early working relationships, some

direct report will either seek to consult
with the firm leader when they should have
simply handled the issue on their own, or
they proceeded without consultation when
in the eyes of the new leader, they would
have wanted input.
What then transpires, is if they sought
the leaders input when it was really not
required, it is rarely brought to their attention. In this case the professional can easily
misinterpret the firm leader’s responsive-

I

ness to mean that he wants involvement on
that sort of issue. If, on the other hand, this
professional failed to consult when they

n discussions with new firm leaders before they formally
take on the role, I ask them what they think that they will like
doing the most, in other words where are they eager to spend
their time. The most common response is: “determining strategic direction and implementation.” After being in the job
for some months when we come back and have them assess
where they have been spending the largest portion of their
time, they then confess how it is spent in “day-to-day administrative responsibilities” with absolutely no time for strategic
issues. All too often, the urgent crowds out the important.

should have, they will usually elicit corrective feedback. This results in a risk-averse
‘if in doubt, check it out’ behavioral response
pattern. Since the failure to consult is corrected while the seeking unnecessary input
is not and may even be (unconsciously) encouraged, the overall result is for more and
more issues to reach the firm leader. The
leader consequently becomes overloaded,
diverted from their more important strategic tasks and feels swamped in trivia.
The most powerful antidote to this pattern

Whenever I’ve had the opportunity to fol-

ever “delegated” to them, it felt like they

is to meet with each of your direct reports

low up with new firm leaders and ask what

had just been dumped on. Many believe

and ask of them:

surprised them the most during their first

it is something they should do more of

100 days in the role and what changes they

to be effective; but there are some who

“Do you ever see me working on tasks that

would make to be more effective if they

resist it with a passion – almost as if

someone who is serving as the firm leader

had the chance to do it all over again, one

they feel that their fingerprints should

should not need to do? In other words, are

of the more common responses I elicit is

be found on everything.

there areas where you believe I can delegate

“needing to delegate more.”

some of my responsibilities, help other people
In my work with leadership transitions, one

grow, and give myself more time to focus on

Delegation is one subject that every firm

of the problems that I will often see arise in

the important strategic and long-term issues

leader I speak with, has strong opinions

the early months of the new leadership is a

facing our firm?”

about. Some feel that they do it well.

pattern of misunderstanding between the

Some will quietly admit that they don’t

firm leader and some of the professionals

One of the key questions that need to be

even know where to start. Some have ex-

on his or her senior team. The new firm

asked of firm leaders is – “whose work are

perienced a good example of delegation.

leader will often find a myriad of issues

you doing?” When any firm leader invests

Some feel like every time someone has

awaiting their attention. In the give and

their time in performing administrative or

18
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other less strategic functions that should
be done by others, you are overextending yourself in a way that consumes your
limited energies. Sometimes you might
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dividual’s strengths, or you can give your
team members a list of tasks and ask who
would be interested in the assignment.

not be aware of how much of your time is

leaders is – ‘whose work are you

I find that the best leaders engage in regu-

being taken up by routine tasks. Another

doing?’ When any firm leader

lar conversations with their C-level profes-

invests their time in perform-

each would like to receive. The individual

thing you can do is keep a diary to make
this ‘routine creep’ more visible.
Watch for the warning signs. If you find

ing administrative or other less

yourself hoarding work, and working long

strategic functions that should

hours as a result, that may be a classic sign

be done by others, you are over-

of under-delegating.

How To Delegate Effectively

extending yourself in a way that

sionals about the kind of opportunities
you identify must have the capability to
do the work, or it is important for them
to be able to learn how to do it. Your
discussions can help you determine which
professional would be good for this and
not the best for that.

consumes your limited energies.”
It may sound trite but you need to re-

Delegating is a skill that needs to be learnt

member that your delegation requires

and some leaders can find it difficult. How-

approaches, get back to you to discuss

two individuals and a relationship to exist

ever, learning to delegate is a key compe-

their findings and make recommenda-

between those individuals. Unless that

tency for being a good firm leader. Here are

tions on how to proceed. These tasks

relationship is based on trust, delegation

some basic guidelines to help you delegate

can be more of a lengthier assignment

cannot work. So in selecting the right team

more effectively:

in that they may require multiple steps

member you need to ask yourself: “How

and decision points.

confident will I be in delegating authority

1. Determine what you will delegate.

to this person?” Confidence in the delega-

You decide which task you want to delegate.

- You may make someone a ‘project

tee is a big issue in delegating – if you don’t

Keep in mind that delegating is different

leader’ and give them full responsibility

believe the individual is truly able to do the

from simply assigning someone a task

and accountability to make decisions, fig-

job you need them to do, you may have a

that is already a part of their normal job

ure out the best course of action and get

bigger problems than a reluctance to del-

requirements. When you delegate, you give

it done. Your provide direction, clarify

egate. Conversely, good delegation is vital

someone else one of your job tasks; but

the end goal and remain available as a

to the leadership development of those you

you maintain control and responsibility.

resource. But they own the project.

delegate to in your firm.
In order for the person to feel empowered

ing may fall into a number of different

2. Determine to whom you will delegate each task

categories. For example:

A new firm leader rarely starts with a clean

sponsibility and accountability for the task.

slate. Usually most of your team, espe-

Only by having ownership of the task will

- You may assign someone a task that you

cially your C-level professionals, are already

this individual know that you are trusting

want completed in a very specific way.

in place. So to select that individual on

them to do a good job and thereby have the

These are tasks that require time and ef-

your team who is the right fit, you need to

inspiration and determination to succeed.

fort but not a great deal of thought.

know each team member’s temperament,

The nature of the task that you are delegat-

and motivated, they should be given full re-

- You may give someone a topic to re-

best determine who might excel at the task

3. Clarify your expectations and the
results you want.

search for you. You want this individual

and benefit from doing it. You can either

Delegation does not mean passing off or

to gather the facts, consider various

delegate tasks based on the particular in-

ignoring key aspects of your firm’s opera-

strengths, and interests so that you can

www.patrickmckenna.com
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How Effective Leaders Delegate

tions, and especially if they are composed

nication is clear but it may not be. For

of areas outside of your expertise. Master-

example, time means different things to

ing the art of “managing the inscrutable”

different people. If you want the delegated

You need to carefully define the scope and

is a sine qua non for anyone who takes

work completed within a certain period,

degree of authority given to this individual

on the role of being firm leader. You can’t

make that clear. If you say, “When you get

for completing the delegated task. You

simply leave all matters having to do with

time, would you please work on this,” your

need to explain which decisions he or she

technology to your Chief of IT. It is only by

project may remain untouched for weeks.

may make independently, which require

investing the time to fully understand the

Also, if you want portions of the work

consultation with you and which require

business can you delegate with any confi-

completed by certain dates, make that clear.

your sole approval. Be specific. If you tell

dence. The trick is to delegate what you do
understand, not what you don’t.

– and live with their results.

someone, “Do whatever it takes,” you may
After you have given your colleague the

end up with an unpleasant surprise.

information about the delegated task, ask
Delegating is also not simply handing

him or her to tell you their understanding

Alternatively, a too-limited authority may

over a task and leaving someone to it, and

of both the task and your goals. If this

frustrate the individual from accomplishing

then expecting them to do it exactly as you

individual’s answers do not match your

the task. Provide the authority necessary

would. In general, the individual to whom

expectations, you need to review the matter

to accomplish the task but not so much

you delegate uses his or her own methods

in detail again.

authority that he or she can create a major

to accomplish the task. If you expect use

disaster before anyone discovers the prob-

of a specific method to accomplish results,

Delegating effectively also means taking

lem. Also, you need to make clear the bud-

relate that to the person at the beginning.

time to explain how this particular task may

get available and any budgetary limitations.

You need to determine the results you con-

fit into a bigger picture, perhaps with regard

sider necessary for successful completion

to your or the firm’s business strategy. You

Again, have this individual play back to you

of the task.

should not assume that you colleague will

his or her understanding of their authority

already know this.

regarding this task. You obviously need to

As you begin, keep in mind that YOU

resolve any misunderstandings at the very

will be the most common reason that

You need to understand that if delegation

your delegation fails. A typical problem

doesn’t work, it is because you haven’t done

occurs when, while you are delegating,

it right. Did you choose the right person?

5. Establish a process for follow-up.

you become concerned about not coming

Did you explain the task and expectations

Successful delegation requires a balance

across as condescending when explaining

clearly? Did you set clear guidelines and

of saying “no” to the urges of microman-

the task, so you mistakenly assume the

deadlines? Did you schedule review ses-

aging, yet never walking away completely

other person knows what you want and

sions? Did you create an environment of

– even though the ultimate responsibility

that giving too much guidance would be

trust that allowed this individual to ask

lies with you.

offensive. But, be assured that problems

you for clarification and guidance ahead

will occur when you hand over any task

of time?

without clear direction about the stan-

beginning of the undertaking.

You need to set aside a period of time (perhaps each week) when you will be avail-

line for completion. Ideally, it is a good

4. Communicate this individual’s
authority over the delegated task.

idea to convey this information in the way

Whether you prefer the term leadership or

able if there’s anything urgent. Identify

the person likes to receive it. For example,

management, it is still about accountability.

checkpoints from the outset to help you

does this individual absorb information

Though you cannot delegate your personal

avoid the temptation of constantly look-

best by verbal or written instructions?

accountability, you can make others ac-

ing over shoulders. It is essential to set

countable for their results . . . but only if

up these checkpoints to monitor progress

you are willing to give them your authority

and ensure the work is going according

dards you expect, the quality, or the time-

You are going to think that your commu-
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able to answer questions; but remember
to let them know that you are still avail-
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F

to expectations. Monitoring the progress
avoids a discovery two days before the due
date that the task is not on schedule. It also
can serve as an indication of whether your
colleague needs assistance.
Some individuals may hesitate to ask questions or request assistance. They fear that

“S

uccessful del-

egation requires a balance
of saying “no” to the urges

that will be interpreted as a sign of weakness or inadequacy for the job. Follow-

even though the ultimate re-

to ask questions within the context of a

sponsibility lies with you.”

meeting designed for that purpose. The
frequency of follow-up meetings will vary
from project to project. Also, you may
need to schedule more frequent meetings
when delegating to someone new to your

To help coordinate your delegated tasks, you
should probably have an assistant monitor
deadline dates, key deliverables and create
metrics that help everyone know if things are
on track. You can then incorporate followups on major initiatives into your regular
management team staff meetings.

6. Recognize the contribution.

L

2

0

1

5

it is truly one of your top strategic priorities
your partners expect to see you constantly
sticking your nose in, asking the tough
questions and tracking the progress of your
initiative – otherwise you probably are not
going to get any results.
Time and time again when any new firm
leader takes active interest in and announces some new initiative that announcement is an endorsement for change
and a signal of the leader’s priorities.
When that same leader is then seen to

the experience for next time and to offer
thanks for the efforts, as well as recognition
for a job done well, when it is due.

management team versus when delegating
to an experienced and proven professional.

L

of micromanaging, yet never
walking away completely –

up meetings give them the opportunity

A

delegate the initiative and no longer be devoting any further time or attention to the
matter, your partners take that as a explicit
sign that the stated initiative is no longer a
high priority. Even worse, those firm lead-

When It’s A Bad Idea To Delegate
There are some things that new leaders tell
me they believe they should not delegate.
For example, the firm leader has a special
responsibility for the future so assigning to
someone else the responsibility of thinking
about the firm’s strategic direction could
put your future at risk. And because your
colleagues view your competence often
based on the work of your senior team, you

Once a task is complete and work is sub-

should not delegate their selection. Others

mitted, it is all too easy to immediately

may help you screen various candidates,

move onto the next super-urgent task; only

but in the end, the final selection must be

giving an obligatory nod to the work that

yours to make.

was done. The danger with this, however,
is that you’re sending the message that the

Beyond these, one of the main areas that

work is not important and let’s face it, no

I observe leaders getting into trouble with

one wants to think their work isn’t valued!

delegating is in the execution or imple-

Take the time to provide acknowledgment

mentation of their strategic initiatives.

when it is due.

Whether it is a matter of developing the
firm’s strategic plan, initiating key client

The quality of results is likely to vary greatly

teams, launching a new office, getting the

across different tasks and according to the

firm’s practice groups operating more ef-

different people doing them but in all cases

fectively, the firm leader cannot delegate all

it is important to always jointly learn from

aspects of the implementation to others. If

ers who do this repeatedly are soon seen
as either unfocused or gullible victims of
the latest management fad.
That all said, successful leaders delegate.
The best surround themselves with people
on their internal management teams that
are smarter than they are and give them
room to run with huge responsibilities.
The best leaders, says famed ex-GE CEO
Jack Welch, “should always err on the side
of delegation; and the bigger the enterprise,
the more delegation you need to do.” And
management sage, Peter Drucker said it as
far back as the early 50’s: the ability to delegate lies at the heart of leadership.
What are your next steps? When are you
getting too involved? Give your direct reports permission to call you out when you
haven’t delegated something you should.
And, when do you need to get more involved? Ask yourself these tough questions.
Then ask the people who are working with
you. Their answers may save your time and
increase your leadership effectiveness.
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Why Law Firms Need Non-Executive Directors

Why Law Firms Need
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Non-Executive Directors

U

ntil recently and certainly before the

ties for how the firm might access new

failure of Howrey and then Dewey &

revenue streams; and

LeBoeuf, the bankruptcy of a large law
firm had been regarded as nearly inconceivable. In
examining what went off track and in my article
entitled Malignant Leadership, I reported that “too often,
boards and/or executive committees facilitate firm failures by
denying, overlooking, or ‘working around’ crucial issues.”
In that same piece I cited a number of governance
steps that firms might consider. One of the notable
differences between the top UK law firms and top
US firms is that almost one in four (24%) of the
UK firms now employ one or more Non-Executive
Directors (NED) on their boards. Even more interesting, in a study released late last year, those law firms
with at least one NED have seen revenues grow by
one-third more than those without. In another research study commissioned by BDO and published
in April: nearly a third (33%) of the global firms had
at least one NED on their board.
Law firm NEDs have often been drawn from a pool
of retired law firm leaders, accountants and management consultants. None of the US firms surveyed
had any independent advisers involved in their firms’
governance. US lawyers continue to be skeptical about
the value an outside expert might bring.
Yet, the use of NEDs has grown significantly. Lovells
was known to have appointed the first NED back in
the early 90’s and attested to the benefits of taking
such a move. In raising this topic with Fred Lautz, the
Managing Partner at 480-lawyer Quarles & Brady, he
offered this observation:
We have assembled a few partners who we call investment partners. They are attorneys who were partners

age their significant business contacts and community
and business profiles to help position us to be in front of
developing legal needs which fit our strategic imperatives.
I frequently confer with a number of these investment
partners on matters of firm business, service delivery, client
relationships and Firm growth. I find their experiences in
the business side of things (and in some cases as purchasers of outside legal services), coupled with their knowledge
not only of the business and operations of a professional
partnership generally, but of ours in particular, provide
terrific perspective and insight for me as I lead our Firm.
So, while we have not formalized any advisory board of
outside business folks, I can certainly affirm the value of
tapping into people with this type of experience.
I believe an NED can provide any law firm with a
number of benefits:
 provide a dispassionate external view of the firm
together with business experience and new concepts;
 make a contribution to the firm’s strategy and market
performance;
 act as a vital sounding board and an outside voice to
challenge current thinking and practices;
 strengthen the firm’s management and provide an
objective view;

“I

 deliver a fresh perspective and open up opportuni-

n a study released

 objectively assess the firm’s performance
and make recommendations for improvement
Key areas that NEDs might be consulted on include
governance, complex partnership matters, areas of
risk management, changing partner performance
evaluation, financing policies, along with many of the
marketing and strategic challenges that today’s firms
are facing. The ‘right’ NED can also be engaged in the
role of leadership coach, helping the Managing Partner
who may be an excellent attorney, but with limited
leadership and management experience.
It is important that NED’s are focused on matters at the
Executive Committee or Board level and should not
be involved in the day-to-day operations of the firm.
An outside NED should have a more objective view of
external factors affecting the business than the partners
and should not be afraid to comment and contribute
accordingly in the longer-term interests of the firm.
Lawyers recognize that it is good practice for their clients to involve external non-executive directors on
their boards, yet law firms seldom adopt this practice
themselves. It is often claimed that only partners really
understand the business or enjoy the necessary respect,
and that elected partners don’t have the necessary oversight function. Yet non-executive directors are perfectly
capable, in the corporate world, of commanding respect
and of calling management to account on behalf of the
shareholders. They can also use their outside experience
to advise, and to challenge the sacred cows which tend

late last year, those law

to develop in any inwardly-focused organization. Thus

firms with at least one Non-

they can help the board to see things from a different perspective, and to spot unforeseen risks and opportunities.

in the firm at one time, and then went on to become

Executive Director have seen

business executives. After retiring or otherwise complet-

revenues grow by one-third

So what do you think; is it time for our law firms to

more than those without.

clients have been doing for decades?

ing their executive roles, some of them have been willing
to commit some portion of their time, under contract, to
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assist us in business development. We ask them to lever-
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Is it time to explore this
growth option?

adopt a similar strategy to what most of our corporate
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An internationally recognized authority

the University of Chicago. Thus far over 60

on practice management, McKenna has,

new firm leaders from legal, accounting

since 1983, worked with leaders of premier

and consulting firms have graduated from

firms globally to discuss, challenge and

the program.

escalate their thinking on how to manage
and compete effectively.

His published articles have appeared in
over 50 leading professional journals,

He is author of a pioneering text on law

newsletters, and online sources; and his

firm marketing, Practice Development:

work has been featured in Fast Company,

Creating a Marketing Mindset (Butterworths,

Business Week, The Globe and Mail, The

1989), recognized by an international jour-

Economist, Investor’s Business Daily and The

nal as being “among the top ten books that

Financial Times.

any professional services marketer should
have.” His subsequent work includes Herd-

Always obsessed with innovation, he was

ing Cats: A Handbook for Managing Partners

instrumental in introducing the first global

and Practice Leaders (IBMP, 1995); and Be-

(InnovAction) awards initiative in 2003 in

yond Knowing: 16 Cage-Rattling Questions To

conjunction with the College of Law Prac-

Jump-Start Your Practice Team (IBMP, 2000).

tice Management to identify and celebrate
law firm innovation.

A prolific writer on the challenges of firm
leadership, his book (co-authored with David

McKenna did his MBA graduate work at

Maister), First Among Equals: How to Manage

the Canadian School of Management, is

a Group of Professionals, (The Free Press, 2002)

among the first alumni at Harvard’s Leader-

topped business bestseller lists in the United

ship in Professional Service Firms program,

States, Canada and Australia; was translated

and holds professional certifications in

into nine languages; is currently in its sixth

management. He has served at least one of

printing; and received an award for being one

the top ten largest law firms in each of over a

of the best business books of 2002; while the

dozen different countries and his work with

book Management Skills (John Wiley, 2005)

North American law firms has evidenced

named McKenna among the “leading think-

him serving 62 of the largest NLJ 250 firms.

ers in the field“ together with Peter Drucker
and Warren Bennis.

His expertise was acknowledged in 2008
when he was identified through indepen-

In 2006, McKenna’s e-book First 100 Days:

dent research compiled and published

Transitioning A New Managing Partner (NXT-

by Lawdragon as “one of the most trusted

Book) earned glowing reviews and has

names in legal consulting” and his three

been read by leaders in 63 countries. This

decades of experience in consulting led

publication culminated in Patrick being

to his being the subject of a Harvard Law

asked to conduct a one-day master class for

School Case Study entitled: Innovations In

new managing partners, currently held at

Legal Consulting (2011).
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2016

FIRST 100 DAYS
Master Class for the New
Firm Leader

WHY A MASTERCLASS
FOR NEW FIRM LEADERS?

“New firm leaders mistakenly believe
necessary background for taking on the
role of leading the entire firm. Not

YOUR MASTERCLASS MATERIALS
24-page Monograph – “First
100 Days: Transitioning A
New Managing Partner”

■

issues you presented. It was amazingly clear and comprehensive, given the
breadth of the topic and the short time
available. I was delighted to attend the
event and I learned a lot from it.”

Your first few months as Managing

Hugh Verrier, Chairman

crucial in setting the stage for a

Partner or Firm Chair — the time
when you are just starting to grasp
the dimensions of your new job —
may well turn out to be the most
tenure that hopefully should last
for years.
While these first 100 days will present a unique window of opportunity, they also hold potential for
others to misunderstand you. How
quickly you swing into action as the

ONE YEAR LATER: I continually refer to
that one day class as the best thing I did to
prepare for my new role.”

new leader, for example, might pro-

Vincent A. Cino, Chairman

rash, purposeful, or indecisive. Your

JAC K S O N L E W I S

selection of colleagues within the

vide a basis for your peers to characterize your management style as

200-page Hardcover –
“Serving At The Pleasure
of My Partners: Advice For
The NEW Firm Leader”

■

■ 75-page WorkBook
includes case studies,
exercises and discussion
materials

Copy of 170+ slide PowerPoint presentation

■

A formal, written and
confidential 15-PAGE “HOGAN” personality  assessment with coaching recommendations.

■

firm for consultation on your early
decisions will fuel others’ notions

the new managing partner and I left with
specific strategies to help my transition into
my new role. You can expect to get a call
or two over the next 100 days . . . I made
notes of 15 items I want to act on sooner
rather than later. And I expect to borrow
heavily from your slides in assigning tasks
to a half-dozen people.

that you’re inclusive, authoritarian,

Michael P. McGee, CEO

This one-day intensive masterclass

MILLER CANFIELD

is designed to help you hone critical

or even playing favorites. Some
partners might rush to label you
as fair or arbitrary; a visionary or a

YOUR MASTERCLASS FACULTY:
Patrick J. McKenna is an internationally recognized authority on law
practice management; and

cautious bureaucrat. Some are even
likely to try to test your composure
in the early going.

skills and develop a plan for a sucFor more details, a copy of the day’s
agenda or to register, please visit:
www.first100daysmasterclass.com

Atlanta, Georgia

executive committee they have the

It may not be fair, but it’s true:

This Seminar was precisely tailored to

WHERE: Emory Conference Center

practice group manager or on the firm’s

“I was struck by the synthesis of the

cise and insightful. I quickly learned the
difference between being a practitioner and
a Firm Leader. I was thoroughly impressed
with the scope of the topics discussed.

8:30 am - 4:30 pm

that because they have served as a

even close!”

The First 100 Days Masterclass was con-

January 28, 2016
TIME:

TESTIMONIALS:

WHITE & CASE

WHEN:	
Thursday

cessful transition as you move into
your role as your firm’s new leader.

Brian K. Burke is the former Chair
Emeritus at Baker & Daniels with
over 20 years in law firm leadership
positions.

